1131K TEACHERS DESK
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

*Model views may not represent exact model purchased
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ITEMS INCLUDED IN HARDWARE BOX

PART #

PART #

1-ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1-HARDWARE BOX

1-TOP CARE INSTUCTIONS

1-BACK PANEL, 94X35

RUBBER BASE

100283 1- TOP

8-STAINLESS STEEL CORNERS

100057 32-STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS, 6X1/2

4-SCREWS, 6X1/2 PPH

100475

REV

---

DESCRIPTION
Original Created
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DATE
6-19-09

100064

INITIAL
NAM

Assembly Instructions for
1131K
Items not included but needed for assembly:
1. Screwdrivers and Wrenches
2. Liquid Nail or silicone adhesive (can be found in hardware stores)
3. Contact Cement
4. Tape measure
Instructions:
1. Place the cabinets in line with 26” space between the cabinets. Note: Grommets on the sides of the
cabinets go towards the inside of the unit.

2. Attach back panel to the back of the cabinets using the cleats and #8 x 1-1/4” phil pan head screws
provided. It is recommended that one person hold the back panel in place while a second person
actually attaches the panel. Make sure back panel is flush with the outside edges of the cabinets.
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3. Outline the top of the base unit with the Liquid Nail or silicone adhesive and place top on the unit.
Let cure. Be sure to center the top on the base unit before the glue dries.

4. Clean the top with water only. Be sure the area the sink is dropped in is clean and dry.
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10. Attach the rubber base molding using contact cement. After the molding is in place; screw stainless
steel corner brackets on each corner using the (100064) #6 x ½” screws provided, over the base molding.
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